
We are Strength Shop:

Every successful brand is built with great people.

Strength Shop is seeking a talented individual who possesses a default setting for getting things
done, is highly collaborative and will love the challenge of growing a leading ecommerce brand.

Your mission is to build a team, methods and systems to push Strength Shop to the forefront of
the strength equipment industry leading the way forward for all our customers. You will work
closely with your team of Product Designers as well as peers in marketing to prioritise, design,
manage and launch product innovations.

Strength Shop, founded in 2009, is a leading designer and retailer of strength training
equipment and supportive gear to individuals, teams and gyms around the world. We are a
fast-growing global brand, fuelled by the belief that strength training has benefits for everyone
and therefore should be accessible to the many. Strength Shop is on a mission to ‘make
everyone stronger’ and we aim to push the boundaries of and advance strength sports whilst
being the go-to brand for high-quality and affordable products for everyone training to build
strength.

If this sounds interesting and you meet the criteria below, we want to hear from you - apply now
to join us on our mission to get everyone stronger!

The role:

Leadership

● Lead our product designers (currently two - located in Berlin and Glasgow) across
experience levels to do their best work.

● Provide prioritisation, direction and guidance to the team to meet timely deliveries.
● Address challenges faced by team members and provide support as needed.
● Implement process improvements to ensure product quality and productivity.
● Sourcing suppliers and working closely with them to understand constraints and find

solutions to meet internal objectives.
● Develop product portfolio vision and keep updated with evolving preferences and trends.
● Assist in employee recruitment, performance evaluation, and promotion activities.
● Build a positive and supportive working environment that produces results.

Technical

● Prepare product design specifications and technical drawings.



● Design innovative products and find solutions to lower costs for our customers.
● Validate product designs, identify constraints and provide corrective actions.
● Drive overhaul of product packaging and installation guides.
● Provide training to team members to improve technical and other skills.
● Recommend new technologies and tools to optimise product design processes.
● Analyse and troubleshoot product issues in a timely fashion.

Our offer:
● Competitive salary
● Permanent contract
● 40 hours/week
● 28 paid vacation days per year
● Meritocratic organisation, flat structure and a transparent communication culture
● Opportunity to grow with and shape the future of a fast-growing company
● Free gym membership
● Large discounts on equipment and supportive gear for employees
● Unique working culture

You will report directly to the Strength Shop management team. This role will be based in
Motherwell, Scotland or alternatively there is an option to be based in Berlin, Germany.
Relocation costs can be discussed and supported, if necessary.

Your profile:

Required:
● 7-10+ years of experience and a bachelor degree (master’s degree preferred) in Product

Design, Engineering or equivalent. Must have experience managing people.
● Passionate about using and designing equipment/accessories for strength training.
● Comfortable managing multiple competing projects and deadlines.
● We expect a working knowledge of mechanical engineering fundamentals (think:

designing an innovative hack squat machine).
● Skilled in Parametric CAD design tools such as Fusion 360.
● Competent successfully launching products to market having worked extensively across

the product design process.
● Proficient using numbers and can demonstrate a good understanding of the business

side of product design and development.
● Experience sourcing new suppliers (researching, identifying, filtering, testing).
● Proven leadership, people management and organisational skills.
● Strong written communication and interpersonal skills, being able to effectively present

and explain ideas to different stakeholders.
● Characterised by ability to see the bigger picture but comfortable working in the details
● Proven ability to prioritise well and make effective decisions.
● Strong collaborator but comfortable working independently with little direction.
● Things friends and colleagues would say about you: friendly, curious, a problem solver,

assertive, action oriented, possess a growth mindset, attentive to details, goal oriented.

Nice to have:
● Past project experience designing soft goods e.g. apparel



● Experienced with project management tools like Trello or similar
● Have an understanding of production methods
● Comfortable presenting new products to our audience in front of a camera (with a team

working behind the camera)

How to apply:
Please send your CV and a Cover Letter to: recruitment@strengthshop.co.uk

If you want to stand out, choose 1 (or more) question below to answer (we will place a
preference to those who write us a thoughtful answer):

Pick a worthy product and tell us what you would improve - go into some details if you can?

What surprising thing have you learned in the last few months?

What excites you to join us?


